
GLOBAL BELTING TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
AMMERAAL BELTECH AND MEGADYNE GROUP TOGETHER AT HANNOVER MESSE

With the merger of Ammeraal Beltech and Megadyne, a powerful 
new belting champion has been created under the AMMEGA 
group name. Both brands will exhibit together on stand B30/
C29, Hall 25, at this year’s Hannover Messe. Bringing together an 
unmatched combination of power transmission and conveyor belting, the creation of AMMEGA promises 
an even broader, more dynamic, and more customer-focussed business vision.

Both have over 60 years of industry service, and a customer base running into the thousands, the 
two brands have acquired in-depth expertise across the world’s different industries; and their product 
portfolio spans custom solutions for such markets as food, packaging, elevators, material handling, 
fitness, and medical, as well as automotive, construction and heavy industry, robotics, and commercial 
and domestic appliances.
         
Special presentation
In celebration of their coming together, AMMEGA is holding a special press and customer event on 
their stand on 3 April 2019 from 16:00 hrs, when CEO Stijn Vriends will explain AMMEGA’s business  
vision and strategy; the two brands will outline their core market specialisms; and guests will be able 
to enjoy drinks with the AMMEGA team. Comments Corporate Marketing Director Marc Maisonneuve:  
‘Altogether, this will be a key event for both brands to show the world that we’re now the global 
full-service powerhouse in both industrial power transmission and lightweight conveyor belting.’

Innovative conveying solutions
Key products presented will include Ammeraal Beltech’s uni UltraFit Two-part Sprocket System, with 
interchangeable adapters, which has proved a major engineering achievement for efficient conveying;  
the multi-directional uni QNB Ball Belt, now widely employed in intralogistics, materials handling,  
packaging and manufacturing; the versatile Soliflex PRO positive-drive belting solution for bakery and 
foods, offering optimal hygiene; and their Maestro Splicing Tool for quick on-site results.

Versatile power transmission solutions
Megadyne will feature their versatile range – rubber and polyurethane timing belts, pulleys; rubber 
V belts and a variety of belting ‘add ons’ for different industrial applications. New products will be 
highlighted, including the Hybrid range for the hygiene, food and packaging industries that combine 
synchronous belts and conveyor belts; the new electric conductive Megapower EC belt; the special 
Megalinear ID belt, equipped with a microchip that can relay data to smartphones or other devices;  
and the Megawire solution for power supply to small motors for materials handling, in which the cords 
transmit power and electrical signals.   

‘A new portfolio of possibilities’
‘Our combined presence at the Hannover Messe is,’ adds Stijn Vriends, ‘bringing a new portfolio of  
product possibilities to customers at both ends of the belting scale.  The coming together of Megadyne 
and Ammeraal Beltech is enabling us to fashion a 21st-century answer to the challenges of both Industry 
4.0 and traditional goods manufacture.’

      --ends-- 



About Megadyne
Headquartered in Italy, Megadyne Group develops and manufactures power transmission belts, matched  
components and complete belt systems for a diverse range of applications. Over the last 60 years, the company 
has changed from being family run company to a multinational group with 17 production plants and more than 50  
commercial offices worldwide, always focused on the care of people, product innovation and highest standard quality.  
www.megadynegroup.com

About Ammeraal Beltech 
Headquartered in The Netherlands, Ammeraal Beltech is one of the world’s leading companies in lightweight pro-
cess and conveyor belting. An industry leader in both R&D and in its service platform, Ammeraal Beltech designs,  
manufactures, distributes and maintains high-quality process and conveyor belts for a diverse range of applications 
covering nearly every major industry.
www.ammeraalbeltech.com

http://www.megadynegroup.com
http://www.ammeraalbeltech.com

